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COROLLA ZR HYBRID HATCH IN ECLECTIC BLUE

2.0 LITRE PETROL

The arrival of the 12th generation Corolla hatchback signifies perhaps the most radical
shift forward in the lengthy history of this iconic model.
The Corolla hatch features a new exterior design, a completely redesigned interior,
a new 2.0-litre petrol engine and - underpinning it all - a new platform offering

COROLLA GX IN GLACIER WHITE

COROLLA SX IN OXIDE BRONZE

COROLLA ZR IN VOLCANIC RED

Toyota’s revolutionary TNGA architecture, which makes for a more engaging
on-road experience, but never at the expense of comfort.

1.8 LITRE PETROL HYBRID

Offering the flexibility of three grades, including Toyota’s world-leading hybrid electric
powertrain technology in two distinct grades, the 2019 Corolla hatch continues to
present the practicality and efficiency it has delivered to generations of
New Zealanders, with added technology and contemporary style.
COROLLA GX IN SILVER PEARL

COROLLA ZR IN ECLECTIC BLUE

COROLLA ZR HYBRID IN ECLECTIC BLUE

COROLLA ZR PETROL IN PEACOCK BLACK

Great power, great responsibility

Features that make a difference

The 2.0-litre petrol engine featured in the Corolla GX, SX and ZR hatchbacks

Easy to drive, reliable to own; it’s a Corolla after all. Each and every grade of Corolla

is an all-new power unit. It improves on the combined fuel economy of the

hatchback delivers an impressive degree of comfort and convenience technology inside,

previously-available petrol engine - 6.0-litres/100km - yet delivers 21 per cent

as well as smart and sporty external detailing.

more power and 15 per cent more torque (125kW and 200Nm respectively).

And thanks to Toyota’s advanced Toyota Safety Sense package which protects everyone
onboard, this stylish-looking hatchback offers great peace-of-mind too, whether it’s your

Combined with an all-new platform and revised suspension both front and

inner-city runabout, your small business tool or your compact family car for those

rear, the new engine delivers plenty of power on the go and a sprightly
on-road character befitting this stylish hatchback.

COROLLA GX - HYBRID OR PETROL

Toyota is synonymous with petrol hybrid electric technology and the Corolla
hatch is no exception. Taking established, globally-advanced hybrid

Exterior - new season fashion

technologies developed over decades by Toyota, two grades of the new

The Corolla hatch has always stood apart from the competition, but now moves even

Corolla hatch are available with the 1.8-litre petrol hybrid electric system.

further into premium territory with a wholly new exterior look that takes in redesigned
features from front to rear.

This delivers the same involving drive experience as the conventionally-powered Corolla hatch yet comes into its own when in urban traffic; running on

1

adventures out of town. Because it’s a Corolla, it can be a little bit of everything.

COROLLA SX - PETROL

battery-power alone for periods of time, the hybrid system helps achieve an

The completely new front grille design is a stand-out, with a wide arc that mimics the
curved parameters of sportscar-influenced air intakes and promotes a sportier character.

2

Head-turning details are plentiful, including bright Daytime Running Lights on all variants

impressive combined fuel consumption figure of just 4.2-litres/100km.

and intricate triple LED parabola headlights for GX and SX. LED front fog lights are fitted
to SX and ZR variants and top of the range ZR has Bi-beam LED headlights.
Every Corolla hatch features stylish and practical privacy glass in the rear. Filling subtly
flared wheel arches in dramatic fashion are dynamic 18” alloy wheels on the ZR grade.
COROLLA ZR - HYBRID OR PETROL

Stylish 16” alloy wheels are a feature of the GX and SX variants.

1
		
		

Toyota’s 2.0-litre four-cylinder petrol engine offers
Corolla drivers 125kW peak power and a handy torque
output of 200Nm

2
		
		

Hybrid Electric variants benefit from a 1.8-litre
four-cylinder petrol engine teamed up with a Hybrid
System for a combined system output of 90kW

Interior - Sophisticated space
The all-new, blank sheet approach to the design of the 12th generation
Corolla hatch continues inside the new model, with integrated design
augmented with new gauges, seats, trim materials and plenty of
world-class technology.
Every Corolla hatch’s dashboard features a double-layer structure and
clean surfaces which promote a calm visual space. Ahead of the Corolla
GX and SX hatch’s driver in the instrument panel, a clear 4.2” colour
multi-information display sits alongside brightly-lit speedometer and
tachometer rings.
In front of the meters sits a steering wheel boasting convenient buttons

1

COROLLA ZR HYBRID INTERIOR SHOWN

for safer on-the-go operation. Modern technology such as Bluetooth
phone connectivity and audio streaming are a given, as is a reversing
camera and a rear 60:40 split folding seat for added stowage
convenience.
Toyota also offers every single Corolla driver satellite navigation with
SUNA real-time traffic information*, while SX and ZR grades feature
a Qi wireless charging tray for compatible devices.
2

In the range-topping ZR, the Head-Up Display gives the driver vital
on-road data such as speed and turn-by-turn navigational information,
offering convenience and added safety at a glance.
Speaking of displays, the ZR driver also benefits from a larger 7” TFT
multi-information screen, that offers the ability to switch the speedo
between an analogue and digital display. The Corolla ZR hatch
continues to build on the SX with leather and suede-accented sport
seats available in either black or combined black and red trim, which
offer heating for both driver and front passenger, and adjustable
powered lumbar adjustment for the driver.

1
		
		
		

The layout is the same across all variants but trim
and equipment levels differ. Corolla ZR variants top
the range with an extensive feature list including
leather and suede accented seating

2
		

Thanks to a rear 60:40 split folding seat, long or
awkwardly shaped items can be loaded with ease

3
		
		

All Corolla hatch variants have satellite navigation
as standard. Corolla GX and SX variants have
high quality fabric seats

4
		
		

For Corolla ZR variants there’s a choice of interior
trim colours - black or combined black and red
in a leather and suede accented seat material.

4

3

You’ll also note just how peaceful it is inside the Corolla hatch’s cabin;
Toyota has worked hard to improve on silencing material used in the
model’s interior panels to ensure the quietest possible ride, regardless
of the road surface you travel on.

* Traffic information only available in some regions

COROLLA GX, SX

COROLLA ZR

COROLLA

GX

PETROL OR HYBRID

Whether the order of the day is a work errand or weekend
sport, the Corolla GX hatch offers a comprehensive
feature set of comfort, convenience and safety technology.
Toyota’s peerless reputation for reliability is underscored
by its interior design for occupants. There’s a reason the
Corolla has long been the world’s best-selling compact
car; it does so much for so many. And the redesigned
12th generation hatch offers the broadest base of
features Toyota Corolla has ever offered, even here
at the range’s entry-point.
1
COROLLA GX HYBRID IN SILVER PEARL

2

COROLLA GX PETROL IN GLACIER WHITE

COROLLA GX HYBRID IN SILVER PEARL

COROLLA GX PETROL IN GLACIER WHITE

1 The Corolla GX variants ride on stylish 16” alloy wheels which,
		 combined with Toyota’s strenuous efforts to mitigate unwanted road
		 noise, provide for a very comfortable driving experience
2 The Corolla GX hatch features a boldly redesigned front end, with triple
		 LED parabola headlights and a new-look grille that errs on the side
		of sporty

6

3 There is a variety of technology onboard to add convenience to
		 your drive, including Bluetooth hands-free phone and audio streaming
		 capability, accessed through an intuitive 8” touchscreen display
4
		
		
		

The technology offering extends to integrated satellite navigation
as standard in the Corolla GX hatch. What’s more, SUNA traffic
channel technology* gives the driver real-time updates of what’s
happening along the route ahead

5
		
		
		

Every Corolla hatch includes next-generation updates to the Toyota
Safety Sense package, including Pre-Crash Safety system night-time
pedestrian detection and daytime bicycle detection, All-speed Dynamic
Radar Cruise Control, Lane Tracing Assist and Road Sign Assist

6 The Corolla GX Hybrid hatch adds to the entry grade’s already
		 impressive feature set with the inclusion of dual zone climate control
		 air-conditioning, smart entry and push button starting
* Traffic information only available in some regions

4

3

5

6

FOR MORE IMAGES AND DETAIL VISIT:

toyota.co.nz/our-range/corolla

COROLLA

SX
PETROL

The Corolla SX hatch builds on the broad
feature set of the GX with even more
premium-level specification touches.
Leather accented touchpoints such as the
steering wheel and shift knob, satin-plated
inside door handles and the introduction
of adaptable dual zone climate control
air-conditioning all serve to give the driver
and their passengers a more upmarket
everyday experience without breaking
the bank.

ALL IMAGES - COROLLA SX IN VOLCANIC RED

1

2

1
		

Riding on the TNGA platform the new Corolla has a wider track front and rear
plus a longer wheelbase that makes for a better handling car

2
		
		

The Corolla SX hatch has the same 2.0-litre petrol engine that powers GX
and ZR variants. It has a 22kW boost in available power over the previous
iteration, for total available maximum power of 125kW

3
4
		
		
5

Corolla GX and SX variants have high quality woven fabric seat material

8

All instrumentation has been thoroughly redesigned to offer a more
ergonomically-friendly feel with a brightly-displayed 4.2” colour
multi-information display for vehicle and trip information

4

5

6

7

The 8” touchscreen display provides multiple ways to access your music

6
		
		

For compatible devices, Qi wireless charging technology eliminates the
mess of charging cables cluttering up storage space in the Corolla SX
hatch’s centre console

7
		

Dual-zone climate controlled air conditioning is standard in GX Hybrid,
SX and both ZR variants

8
		

Corolla petrol variants include an innovative direct-shift continuously variable
transmission that features a ‘10-speed’ sequential shift mode and a new

		
		

launch gear. In SX and ZR variants the transmission can be controlled from
the paddle shifters
3

COROLLA

ZR

PETROL OR HYBRID

Available with either an all-new 2.0-litre petrol
engine or the added environmental mindfulness
and efficiency of Toyota’s proven petrol hybrid
electric powertrain, the Corolla ZR hatch really
does deliver it all. Whether it’s premium touches
like the illuminated armrest controls, ergonomic
paddle shifters for manually changing gears
(2.0-litre petrol ZR hatch only) or the added
clarity of the premium eight-speaker JBL audio
system, the Corolla ZR hatch is a true step above.

COROLLA ZR HYBRID IN ECLECTIC BLUE

2

1

1
		

Dark silver metallic and machine finished 18” alloy wheels - exclusive to the
ZR grades - offer a modern, aggressive touch

2
		

The Corolla ZR Hybrid hatch boasts an impressive combined fuel
consumption of only 4.2-litres/100km

3
		
		

While every Corolla hatch features bright and clear Daytime Running Lights,
the ZR grade also offers bi-beam LED headlights and a unique Daytime
Running Light design for extra visibility when the elements are less favourable

4

Sports front seats are trimmed using leather and suede-accented materials

5
		

An eight-speaker JBL audio system offers up exemplary surround sound
quality, augmented with speakers in the pillars which frame the windscreen

6

COROLLA ZR PETROL IN PEACOCK BL;ACK

3

5

Wireless device charging is featured in SX and ZR variants

7
		

ZR variants are available with either either black, or a red and black contrast
leather and suede-accented materials

8
		
		

The Corolla ZR hatch adds a Head-Up Display system which projects speed
information and other data onto the windscreen ahead of the driver,
mitigating the need to continually shift focus from the road
4

7

6

8

World class safety

Make Corolla
your own

The 5-star ANCAP safety rated Corolla gives you peace of mind on
the road, whether in the city or cruising the highways and byways.

With a Corolla available for every taste, there’s also a Toyota Genuine
Accessory component that will help your Corolla reflect your
personality. Front, back, interior and exterior; Corolla is covered.

Corolla exterior colours
Glacier
White
040
ALL MODELS

Crystal
Pearl
CRYSTAL SHINE
070
N/A GX

Silver
Pearl
METALLIC
1F7
ALL MODELS

COROLLA ZR IN CRYSTAL PEARL WITH TRD ACCESSORIES FITTED WITH:
TRD Front Spoiler, TRD Side Spoilers, TRD Rear Bumper Spoilers, TRD Hatch Spoiler.

COROLLA ZR HYBRID IN ECLECTIC BLUE

Eclipse
MICA
218
ALL MODELS

Only Toyota Genuine Accessories are designed and manufactured to the same high standard as original parts.

The Corolla hatch range offers a truly impressive level of standard

Fitting Genuine Toyota Accessories also ensures the integrity of your vehicle, with components tested to exacting

safety equipment on-board, with a second-generation update to

standards for New Zealand conditions and backed by a 3 year or 100,000 kilometres* warranty.

Safety isn’t just
a priority for Corolla.
The 5-Star ANCAP safety
rating is testament to
its renowned Toyota
build quality.

the Toyota Safety Sense system providing for even more
reassurance, regardless of the driving environment.
Toyota’s comprehensive Safety Sense package includes

*Whichever comes first. Warranty valid from when accessory fitted, at time of new vehicle purchase at your Toyota Store.

Peacock
Black
GLASS FLAKE
221
N/A GX

Pre-Crash Safety with Autonomous Emergency Braking,
which will detect vehicles, bicycles (daytime) and pedestrians

Electric Power Steering (EPS) is
vehicle speed sensitive so low speed
manoeuvers require minimal effort
while at highway speeds less
assistance is provided.
The turning circle is 10.2 for GX and
SX; 10.6m for ZR variants

(daytime & nightime). Also included is All-speed Dynamic Radar
Cruise Control, which serves to keep the Corolla hatch a
predetermined distance from the vehicle travelling ahead,
regardless of whether they slow down or speed up.
Automatic High Beam makes for fuss-free high beam deployment,

10.2~10.6m

Volcanic
Red
METALLIC
3U4
ALL MODELS

Seat Covers, Front - Fabric (Black)
Protect the seats from daily wear and tear with these black fabric
seat covers. Fully SRS side airbag compatible and patterned to
complement the Corolla GX & GLX Interior. Rear seat covers
available separately.

Weathershields, Front/Rear - Slimline
Slimline Weathershields provide access to fresh air, without having
to brave the elements. Lightly tinted, UV-resistant acrylic reduces
glare and helps deflect wind and rain.

Oxide
Bronze
METALLIC
6X1
N/A GX - FIRM
ORDER ONLY

dipping the headlights automatically as soon as an oncoming
vehicle is detected, in order to avoid dazzling fellow motorists,

Eclectic
Blue

while Lane Tracing Assist and Road Sign Assist - two newly added

METALLIC

technologies provide assistance by applying a small force to the

8W9
ALL MODELS

steering wheel for a short time to help the driver keep the vehicle
1

in its lane, and monitors road speed signs using a camera and

2

then displays the current speed limit to the driver via the Multi-

Headlight Protectors - Acrylic (Clear)
Provide added protection from insects, stone-chips and damage.
Made from high strength acrylic which is resistant to cracking and
UV discolouration. Easy to remove for cleaning and help you keep
your stylish Corolla looking brand new. Headlight Protectors not
available for ZR Hatch and Hybrid models.

Information Display and head-up display (ZR variants).
Inside the Corolla hatch’s cabin, occupants are protected by
driver and passenger front, front side, front/rear curtain shield
3

and driver’s knee airbags. All five seating positions feature

Bonnet Protector - PMMA Acrylic (Clear)
Bonnet Protectors provide added protection from insects,
stone-chips and damage. Made from high strength acrylic which
is resistant to cracking and UV discolouration, Toyota Genuine
Bonnet Protectors are easy to remove for cleaning and help
you keep your stylish Corolla looking brand new.

GX & SX
BLACK FABRIC

4

ZR
BLACK LEATHER

3-point seat belts fitted with ELR functionality.
A reversing camera with static guidelines,
providing for a clear view of what lies
behind the vehicle during parking
manoeuvres, is standard in
every Corolla hatch.

Corolla interior trim

1

Toyota Safety Sense delivers an all-encompassing package of active safety systems
designed to provide protection in all types of traffic. Information gathered from the forward
facing camera and milliwave radar sensor is relayed instantly to the driver

2

The rear seats in all Corolla variants provide 2 x ISOFIX and 3 x tether anchors

3

All models feature a reversing camera with static guidelines

4

Steering wheel controls enable the Toyota Safety Sense settings in the multi-information
display to be customised

5
5

Road Sign Assist features in all Corolla variants. ZR variants have a Head-Up Display so
road sign warnings are conveniently displayed in the windscreen.

& SUEDE
ACCENTED

ZR
BLACK & RED

Towbar and Wiring Harness
Fixed tongue towbar rated to a maximum of 1300kg braked.
This Towbar is designed specifically for the Toyota Corolla,
maximising function and safety.

Cargo Liner - TPE
Protect the cargo area of your Corolla with this all-weather cargo
liner. Custom moulded to ensure a secure fit and made from a highly
durable and flexible material. Remove and hose off for easy cleaning.

LEATHER
& SUEDE
ACCENTED

MECHANICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

COROLLA HATCH SPECIFICATIONS

STEERING,
BRAKES
SUSP
EXTERIOR
FEATURES

SX

ZR

•

Paddle shifters

Paddle shifters

2.0 Litre, 4 cylinder, in-line, 16 valve Double Overhead Camshafts with VVT-iE - intake, VVT-i - exhaust. Maximum power 125kW at 6600rpm;
maximum torque 200Nm at 4800rpm. Direct shift Continuously Variable Transmission; 91 octane fuel recommended

1.8 Litre, 4 cylinder, in-line, 16 valve Double Overhead Camshafts with Dual VVT-i. Toyota Hybrid System - Nickel Metal-Hydride (Ni-MH) Battery. 				
Total combined system output (Engine + Hybrid System) 90kW. Electronic Continuously Variable Transmission; 91 octane fuel recommended

•

•

50

50

43

43

6.0 / 139

6.0 / 139

6.0 / 139

4.2 / 97

4.2 / 97

Brakes: Front ventilated disc; Rear solid disc; electronic parking brake with brake hold

•

•

•

•

•

10.2

10.2

10.6

10.2

10.6

Suspension: Front: MacPherson strut with stabiliser bar; Rear: Trailing wishbone with stabiliser bar

•

•

•

•

•

Wheels: 16” silver metallic alloys, 205/55 R16 tyres; temporary spare wheel

•

•

Steering: Electric Power Steering (EPS). Minimum turning circle tyre (m):

Wheels: 18” dark silver metallic alloys with machined finish, 225/45 R18 tyres; temporary spare wheel (tyre repair kit Hybrid ZR)
Headlights: Triple LED Parabola

INTERIOR FEATURES
& CONVENIENCE

•

•

•

Manual headlight levelling; light control system (auto on/off); LED Daytime Running Lights (DRL); front LED fog lights (SX & ZR)

•

•

•

•

•

•

Front design: Body coloured front bumper; black gloss upper grille, black mesh lower grille with semi-gloss black surround (GX); black mesh
lower grille with gloss painted surround (SX); metallic painted mesh lower grille with satin chrome surround (ZR variants)

•

•

•

•

•

Body coloured exterior door handles and mirrors; door window frames (black GX/SX, chrome ZR); front and rear mudguards

•

•

•

•

•

Rear design: Body coloured upper rear bumper, black lower bumper, upper spoiler; chrome plated garnish (ZR variants)

•

•

•

•

•

Exterior mirrors power adjustment and heated

•

Auto fold

Auto fold

•

Auto fold

Windshield with UV reduction glass, front side with UV reduction & water repellant, rear side and rear privacy glass

•

•

•

•

•

Windscreen wipers: Front variable intermittent with washer function; rear intermittent with washer function

•

•

•

•

•

•

Starting system

•

Key

Push button

Push button

Push button

Push button

•

Auto dual zone

Auto dual zone

Auto dual zone

Auto dual zone

•

•

Seat adjustment: Manual slide, recline and vertical height adjustments; separate headrests with manual height adjustment

•

•

•

•

•

Rear seat: 60/40 split folding and centre armrest with two cup holders

•

•

•

•

•

Interior trim: Urethane door trim, fabric front and rear armrests, black resin door handles (satin silver plated SX); black headlining

•

•

Air conditioning: Manual with dial type controls and pollen filter
Sports front seats

•

Seat trim: Black fabric
Seat trim: Black or Black/Red leather and suede accented seats; front seat heaters; 2-way driver’s seat power lumbar

•
•

•

Interior trim: Soft synthetic leather door trim, synthetic leather front armrests with contrast stitching, piano black front door garnish with 			
satin silver accents; black headlining; satin silver plated door handles; 			
Shift knob with synthetic leather shift lever boot

•

•
•

•

Urethane knob

Leather knob

Leather knob

Urethane knob

Urethane

Leather

Leather

Urethane

Leather

Interior rear view mirror with day/night anti-glare function; ambient interior lighting (ZR variants)

•

•

Auto dimming

•

Auto dimming

Storage: Centre console box, door pockets with bottle holders, glove box with lamp, front storage tray and overhead sunglass holder.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Steering wheel: 3-spoke with cruise control, audio, phone and display switches. Tilt and telescopic manual adjustment

AUDIO &
CONTROLS

•
•

Headlights: LED Bi-Beam

8.0” colour TFT touchscreen display

•

•

6-speaker AM/FM radio

•

•

•

•

•

8-speaker JBL premium audio with AM/FM radio, 10 channel class D amplifier

Qi wireless device charger; centre console box 2.1 amp USB charging connection

Leather knob

•
•

1 x AUX port, 1 x USB connection, Bluetooth handsfree phone capability and audio streaming, voice recognition; mobile assistance function for
using Apple Siri or Google Now; SMS and email capability; roof mounted shark fin antenna

SAFETY AND
SECURITY

ZR HYBRID

50

Fuel tank capacity (litres):
Fuel consumption L/100km (combined ADR 81/02), CO2 emissions g/km (combined ADR 79/04)*, Euro 5 rating

•

•

Satellite Navigation and SUNA Traffic Avoidance System (traffic information only available in some regions)

•

•

•

Dual-ring meter with 4.2” colour Multi-Information Display, black speedometer ring (GX/GX Hybrid), satin chrome speedometer ring (SX)

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

Three-ring meter with 7.0” colour Multi-Information Display

•

•

Colour Head-Up Display

•

•

7 Airbag system: Driver’s front, driver’s knee, front passenger, front seat side x 2, front/rear curtain shield

•

•

•

•

•

Toyota Safety Sense: Pre-Crash Safety system with Autonomous Emergency Braking with pedestrian, cyclist, vehicle detection,
Lane Tracing Assist with centering function; steering assist and vehicle sway warning; All-speed Dynamic  
Radar Cruise Control, Automatic High Beam; Road Sign Assist

•

•

•

•

•

Vehicle Stability Control and Traction Control with on/off switch. Hill-start Assist Control; Secondary Collision Brake

•

•

•

•

•

Anti-lock Braking System, Brake Assist, Electronic Brake-force Distribution; Emergency Stop Signal; Active Cornering Assist

•

•

•

•

•

Wireless central door locking; engine immobiliser; horn alarm for ZR. Entry system:

DIMENSIONS

GX HYBRID

GX

Key

Smart

Smart

Smart

Smart

Seat belts: Front: 2 x 3-point ELR, pre-tensioners and force limiters, height adjustable seat belt anchors; Rear - 3 x 3-point ELR with
outer seat pre-tensioners and force limiters

•

•

•

•

•

Child seat fixing points: 2 x ISOFIX, 3 x tether anchor brackets. Child proof rear door locks

•

•

•

•

•

Reversing camera with static guidance lines

•

•

•

•

•

Overall length / width / height / wheelbase:			4370mm / 1790mm / 1435mm / 2640mm
Seating capacity:			
Cargo capacity: Under tonneau cover / behind rear seats (litres VDA)
Kerb weight: minimum / maximum:
Gross vehicle weight:
Maximum towing capacity: braked / unbraked:

208 / 294

208 / 294

208 / 294

300 / 389

1340-1420kg

1360-1420kg

1360-1420kg

1360-1400kg

1360-1400kg

1845kg

1845kg

1845kg

1820kg

1820kg

1300kg / 450kg

1300kg / 450kg

1300kg / 450kg

not rated

not rated

Because Toyota believes in going the extra mile we offer comprehensive support and a great range of products and services for our valued customers.

EXTRA CARE

ACCESSORIES

5

208 / 294

VISIT:

GENUINE PARTS
3,000

* Fuel consumption as per ADR 81/02 and emissions as per ADR 79/04 (combined cycle) are tested in a controlled environment. These figures are for comparison purposes only between other makes and actual fuel
consumption may vary under real world driving conditions. Fuel consumption will vary depending on many factors including driving conditions/style, vehicle usage, condition and options/accessories fitted.
Every endeavour has been made to ensure text details and specifications contained in this publication were accurate as at 3 October, 2018. Toyota New Zealand Limited reserves the right at any time to introduce any
changes deemed necessary to improve the models shown or for any other reason. Paint and upholstery colours shown in this brochure may differ from actual colours due to variations in printing processes.
Some models shown in this brochure may have optional accessories fitted. For further information contact your nearest Toyota Store. They will be glad to assist. [Production effective June 2018]
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